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W K 9: SIMPLE MAINTANCE. 

Maintenance can be defined as the effort taken to keep the condition and 

performance of a machine or equipment always like the condition and 

performance of the machine or equipment when it is still new. It can also simply 

defined as the act of keeping our equipment or items in a good working 

condition. 

It is not only machine equipment or machines can be maintained. Everything in 

the world requires maintenance your body, school bag, cloths, books, schools 

buildings, etc. 

Simple maintenance methods are various ways by which we can keep our 

equipment or items in good condition. Our major concern is various ways by 

which we can keep our common domestic appliances in good condition. 

These simple maintenance methods for common domestic appliances or 

devices include;- 

1] Regular cleaning of the appliances  

2] Dusting of common appliances. 

3] Washing of some appliances that require washing. 

4] Oiling the machines. 

5] Replacement of damaged part 
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Week 10: CARE OF COMMON GOODS. 

We have twom main types of maintenance. They are preventive maintenance 

and corrective maintenance. 

Preventive maintenance is the maintenance carried out on an equipment in 

order to avoid its breakdown. 

Corrective maintenance are maintenance tasks that are performed in order to 

restore and repair faulty system and equipment. It’s usually done after the 

equipment has broken down. 

What we are concern is the preventive maintenance of some common house 

hold goods like kitchen utensils furniture, TV sets, radio. 

Care of kitchen utensils 

Kitchen utensils are those tools or equipment in the kitchen such as pots cutlery. 

 TYPES OF POTS ARE: 

1] Aluminium pots. 

2] Enamel pots. 

3] Tin pots. 

4] Cast- iron pots. 

5] Earthen pot. 

Care of aluminium pots 

1] Care should be taken while washing aluminium pots to avoid scratching the 

surface. 

2] New aluminium utensils should be boiled out for 10 minutes adding a 

teaspoonful of borax to half a litre of water. This prevent the formation of 

discoloration due to mineral in the water. 

3] After use, aluminium pots should be cleaned with a nylon scourer with fine 

abrasive powder or paste or pad of fine steel wool softened with soap  

4] Rinse with clean water and dry thoroughly. 

5] Always avoid the use of soda. 
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Enamel pots 

1] Wash after use. 

2] Use abrasive paste or fine powder. If necessary. 

3] Rinse and dry thoroughly before putting away. 

Tin pots/ utensils 

1] Add a little soda in water and allow it to boil for a few minutes power away, 

wash and dry thoroughly. 

2] If it is a cake tin, wipe with a damp cloth. Dry well before putting away in a 

dry storage place. 

NOTE: Tin utensils darken with use, and should not be made shiny as dull surface 

absorb heat better. Avoid abrasives, metal scourers and sharping or cutting 

tools, as these remove the protective tin coating and expose the base metal 

which will rust. 

3] Always keep them in dry storage place. 

Care of cast-iron pots  

1] Wash with soapy water and sponge properly. 

2] Rinse with clean water. 

3] Dry thoroughly in a warm place before putting away. 

Care of Earthen pots. 

1] Wash thoroughly with clean water and dry properly on warm smoky fire. 

CUTLERY 

General care of cutlery  

1] Cutlery should be stored in such a way that it is easy to reach. It should be 

stored each in its own pile for tidiness, easy selection and to avoid scratching. 

2] The drawer should be limed with hardwearing fabric e.g. green baize, and 

covered properly. 

3] Silver cutlery needs constant polishing because it tarnishes easily and should 

be cleaned with wood- ash and lime, lemon or silver dip. 
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After, rinse in warm soap water dry properly and polish with dry starch in order 

to retain the shiny appearance. 

4] Stainless steel cutlery it should be cleansed with common abrasive powder 

and dry with clean cloth 

CROCKERY 

Crockery is the term given to plates, cups and dishes we use in the house that 

are made of baked clay usually referred to as chinaware. 

Care of crockery 

1] If necessary soak, then wash in hot salty water. 

2] Rinse in hot water in water. 

3] Dry with lintels cloth if necessary. 

4] Special stain in the tea or Cottee cups may be removed by rubbing. 

Caution; Avoid alkalis and coarse abrasives use mild detergent only. Handle 

chinaware very gently. 

Enamel plates and dishes 

1] Avoid washing them with course abrasive or metal sourer  

2] High heat should be avoided, which may raze or crack the enamel. 

3] Handle gently to avoid chipping. 
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Week 11: MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES. 

RADIO 

 A radio is an instrument used to receive messages without wire connection but 

through electromagnetic waves  

Care of Radio  

1] Dust everyday with soft cloth. 

2] Clean delicate part gently. 

3] If the radio is battery operated remove the battery cells whenever they 

become dead. Do not allow dead batteries to become rotten inside the radio 

4] Do not temper with components or electrical parts. If there is any fault take 

it to an experienced radio technician. 

CD /DVD MUSIC PLAYER 

A compact disc (CD) player is an instrument designed to play CDs. A digital video 

disc (DVD) player is a device that plays DVDs some. DVD players will also play 

audio CDs. DVD players are connected to a television to watch the DVD content 

which could be movie, a recorded TV show or other content. 

Care of CD / DVD music player. 

1] The directions in the instruction manual should be followed strictly. 

2] The record player has many delicate parts and should be used with great care. 

3] The tone- arm should be handled with care. 

4] Check the power source, the corrected speed of the record before playing. 

5] Always check record pious for dust which must be removed carefully using a 

specific soft brush. 

6] Dust it regularly with soft brush. 

7] In case of faulty take to the maker or an experienced radio technician. 
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General maintenance of Radio 

1] Switch off the mains and clean the frame work with a dry soft cloth brush or 

duster. Avoid cleaning plastics with petrol. 

2] If battery operated remove the cells and clean the contact with an energy 

cloth, dry –clean the battery compartment and replace the cells correctly 

ensuring good contact. 

3] Turn the radio upside down with the cover removed or blow compressed dry 

air to remove insects and unwanted particles. 

FAULTS AND REMEDIES 

1] Volume not being high: clean the volume control switch a liquid cleaner or 

replace the volume control switch. 

2] Cracking noise: This may be corrected the same way as in (a) above. 

INTERMITTENT FAILURE 

Partial contact of the mains connection and may be the cause. Check the plug or 

switch contact and ascertain good contact. 

Maintenance of television set general maintenance. 

1] Switch off and remove connections to the mains by removing the plug. 

2] Clean as in the case of the radio. 

FAULTS AND REMEDIES. 

1] TOTAL FAILURE:  Check the fuse in the plug, if electricity supply is still in the 

room. 

2] PICTURES CONTINUING TO ROLL UP OR DOWN: Adjust the vertical hold knob 

at the back or side of set marked ‘V.HOLD’ 

3] APPEARANCE OF DARK BROAD LINES ON SCREEN: Adjust the horizontal hold 

knob marked ‘H.HOLD’ or switch off for a few seconds and on again. 

4] APPEARANCE OF ‘GHOST PICTURES’ OR DOUBLE IMAGE: Adjust the aerial 

until the picture becomes a unit. 

5] ABSENCE OF PICTURE, PRESENCE OF RASTERS ON SCREEN: Relocate the 

position of the aerial, other components in the television may cause this fault. 
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Week 12: REFRIGERATORS. 

A refrigerator is a device for keeping food items cool. 

CARE OF REFRIGERATORS: 

The instruction in the instruction manual should be followed strictly. 

1] Arrange food items in the refrigerators properly so that air can circulate all 

round and keep them cool to avoid them getting bad easily. 

2] Always cover milk and butter very well because they can easily absorb odour 

from other strong scented foods. 

3] Check the refrigerator regularly for any spoilt food which must be removed 

immediately. 

4] Wipe the inside with damp cloth, using bicarbonate soap as detergent. Do not 

use soap or other detergents as they may leave unbearable odour inside it. 

5] Wash occasionally; both inside and outside of it. 

6] Thick frost reduces the cooling effect of the refrigerator. So defrost the 

refrigerator once a week or as soon as the frost has become about 13mm thick 

in the freezer. When the ice has melted clean the refrigerator and dry properly. 

NOTE: A refrigerator usually becomes faulty due to refrigerant is the fluid which 

flows in the coils to keep the inside of the refrigerator cool. Hence, such faulty 

refrigerator does not keep food cool. When this happen, there must have been 

a leakage in such a case, call an expert who will locate and eliminate leakage and 

then recharge the refrigerator with the appropriate refrigerant. 

PRESSING IRON. 

We have different types of pressing iron thus require different cares; 

1] Box iron or Charcoal iron. 

2] Electric iron or steam iron  

BOX IRON OR CHARCOAL IRON 

The box iron or charcoal is generally made of cast iron 

Care on iron usage of box iron or charcoal: 

1] Always lock the iron very well before use, to avoid sudden opening of the light 

while using the iron. 
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2] Before starting to iron cloths, the bottom surface of the box iron should be 

cleaned with a clean cloth. 

3] Always blow out the ash from time to time from the box iron and rub over the 

body with waste material. 

4] Always keep the iron on a strong metal to avoid scorching sheets. This uses 

electricity as its main power source. 

HOW TO USE ELECTRICASL OR STEAM IRON 

1] Plug it into outlet socket. 

2] Select the appropriate heat for the type of material being pressed. 

MAINTENANCE OF PRESSING IRON: 

If there is a total failure and the fuse in the 13A plug is intact, check with an 

insulation and continuity tester e g. a ‘mega tester’ for continuity between the 

line (L) and neutral (N) terminals in the iron. An open circuit (i.e. no current 

flow]) indicates a broken element or permanently opened thermostat contacts. 

FAILURE AND REMEDY. 

Failure to heat up: open up the iron and test separately the thermostat and the 

element, if the element is open circuited change it. 

AIR-CONDITIONER 

Air-conditioners are appliances installed on homes, offices, cars, etc. for cooking 

while also protecting the space from dust. The best location for air-conditioners 

is where they will receive no direct sunshine. 

Care of Air- conditioners: 

1] Always operate an air-conditioner according to the maker’s directives. 

2] After a period of use, the air-conditioner collects a lot of dust. Switch off at 

the outlet socket and use soft cloth to dust it all over. 

3] In case of mechanical fault, refer to the maker or an experienced air 

conditioner repairer. 

FAN 

A fan is a device or instrument which switched on giving current of air for 

ventilation. 
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Care of fan 

1] Use fans according to maker’s instruction. 

2] Whenever the fan is not needed, it should be switched off. 

3] To clean the fan open the guard and dust the ladder and every other part. 

First dust, then clean with a damp cloth and dry very well. 

4] Whenever the fan has any mechanical fault an experienced technician should 

be invited to repair it. 

AN ELECTRIC KETTLE 

An electric kettle uses electricity as its main source of power to boil water. 

Care of the electric kettle 

1] New kettles, if made of aluminium should be boiled out for 10 minutes adding 

one tea spoon full of borax to 1 litre of water. This prevents the formation of 

discoloration due to water which should not be allowed to stand in electricity 

kettle for a long time. 

2] After use, it should be cleaned with a nylon scourer used with fine abrasive 

powder or fine steel wool softened with soap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


